Abstract—While advances in processor architecture increase parallelism at every context a processor is used, parallel software creation is hard. There is an increasing need for tools and methodologies to narrow the entry gap for non-experts in parallel software development as well as to streamline the work for experts. This paper presents the methodology and algorithms for the creation of parallel software written in Scilab source code for multicore embedded processors in the context of the “Architecture oriented paraLlelization for high performance embedded Multicore systems using scilAb” (ALMA) EU FP7 project. The ALMA parallelization approach in a nutshell attempts to manage the complexity of the task by alternating focus between very localized and holistic view program optimization strategies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software development has to exploit parallelism, regardless of the context at which it is considered. Parallelism appears from supercomputers to personal computers and to embedded computing devices. Mobile devices like phones and tablets already exhibit multicore processors, while personal computer users enjoy multicore processors and manycore general computing accelerator cards in the form of graphics processing units. Although parallelism is an established fact, parallel software development is still difficult and substantially different to the sequential way of thinking and creating applications. On one hand there is a definite need for efficient tools for experts in parallel programming, on the other hand there is an increasing demand for tools to enable non-experts to produce efficient parallel software.

Within ALMA FP7 project [1], the focus is to bring automated parallelism extraction to engineering-related software developed in a subset of Scilab language. Scilab is an open source tool for numerical computation with a language similar to MATLAB [2]. The target hardware for ALMA consists of embedded MultiProcessor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) architectures, with two initial targets briefly introduced in the following section, KIT’s Kahrisma and Recore’s Xentium. The source input language for the applications is a specially extended Scilab dialect, with ALMA-specific source code annotations. ALMA is also extensible to other architectures, through a specially designed language for describing parallel platforms that is introduced, the Architecture Description Language (ADL). The ALMA parallelism approach tries to alternate focus between small program sections, mainly loops, and the broader program view. These two phases iteratively ameliorate the parallel program efficiency until no further improvement is observed.
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The parallel algorithms and methodology are implemented as separate tools that form the ALMA toolset [3], [4]. The ALMA toolset inputs are Scilab source code and the ADL description for the target hardware and the output is efficient parallel implementation ready to run on the designated architecture. The ALMA application drivers include one from
the telecommunications industry and another from the image processing domains. The main phases of the ALMA toolset are the frontend for the transformation of the input sources to ALMA Intermediate Representation (IR), the coarse grain parallelism extraction for optimizations applied on the global view of the program, the fine grain parallelism extraction for local optimizations mainly in loops and the parallel platform code generation to produce the final, architecture-specific implementation. The ALMA tool flow is supported by ADL specific tools to provide common interfaces to access architecture features, as well as parallel platform simulators for the target architectures, following ALMA-specific APIs to include platform simulators.

In the remaining of this paper, we present the initial ALMA embedded multicore target platforms, KIT’s Kahrisma and Recore’s Xentium. The ALMA approach to parallelism extraction is briefly outlined next, followed by the ALMA toolset overview. The next section present the algorithmic approaches for various ALMA toolset phases, the frontend, the coarse and fine grain parallelism extraction, followed by a section to conclude the paper and present further directions.

II. EMBEDDED MULTICORE TARGET PLATFORMS

Some of the most exciting recent developments in embedded architectures are the advances made in multicore and reconfigurable architectures [5]. The ALMA tool-chain targets two such novel architectures.

A. Kahrisma

The Kahrisma architecture [6], [7], [8], as shown in Figure 1, is a hypermorph reconfigurable processor architecture. It features dynamic reconfiguration of the instruction set as well as instruction format (e.g. switching between 2-issue VLIW and 8-issue VLIW) to execute a configurable number of statically-scheduled operations in parallel. Multiple processor instances (each instance may be configured to execute a different instruction format) could co-exist in parallel. Each instruction format requires a different amount of resources and also provides different peak performance characteristics.

![Kahrisma Architecture](image1)

![Recore Systems’ tiled multicore architecture](image2)

Each processor instance is a clustered dynamic VLIW processor supporting precise interrupts. It comprises — dependent on the configuration — between 1 and 4 Encapsulated Datapath Elements (EDPE), between 1 and 4 Instruction Rename Tiles, 1 Control Flow Tile, and 1 or 2 Instruction Cache Tiles. Dependent on the number of EDPE elements, the VLIW processor can execute 2, 4, 6, or 8 operations in parallel and has 32, 64, 96, or 128 registers. The 32-bit instruction set features 8-bit and 16-bit vector operations.

The Kahrisma architecture supports a hardware centric programming model. The memory model defines three layers: (1) Local processor registers which are only accessible locally, (2) local scratchpad memory which is only accessible locally, and (3) main memory which is accessible globally through local L1 data caches. There exists no cache coherency between the data caches. Additionally, a communication network for direct data transfer between processor core instances is used. The communication network can be accessed by dedicated communication assembly instructions. They are available in C through inline assembler. The communication network is self-synchronizing causing a processor instance to automatically stall until a communication assembler instruction is being completed. On top of the communication network an MPI 1.3 library implementation is available.

The Kahrisma architecture comes along with a software toolchain [9] for the C programming language including a LLVM-based C compiler [10], an assembler, linker, and a cycle-approximate single-core simulator [11]. The software tool chain supports code generation for and simulation of all configurable Kahrisma processor instances.

B. Xentium® DSP multicore platform

Figure 2 shows an illustration of the Recore Systems’ tiled multicore system-on-chip (SoC) architecture template. The tiled architecture defines a network-on-chip (NoC) interconnecting a number of tiles with I/O and other blocks in a 2D mesh. The main tiles are Xentium® DSP cores and
The Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) [13] architecture of the Xentium features 10 parallel execution slots and includes support for Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) and zero-overhead loops. Instances of the SoC architecture have been implemented in IC [14] and FPGA [15].

In [16], a run-time resource manager is used to program a multicore platform with 45 Xentium cores and one ARM® processor. The mapping to platform resource is computed and deployed at run-time depending on the currently available resource. To map an application, the resource manager relies on an annotated task graph that specifies processing and communication requirements. The construction of annotated task graphs and the compilation of application code for the processing tasks are done before deployment. Code compilation is done using single-core tool-chains for the processing tiles such as the Xentium tool-chain for the C programming language. Currently, the task graphs are typically constructed mostly manually. The construction includes splitting, merging, and parallelizing tasks as well as task dependency analysis and calculation of processing and communication resource bounds.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE ALMA PARALLELIZATION APPROACH

The ALMA parallelization process is initiated by user-provided sequential source code to produce an optimized parallel implementation of the original code for the target architecture. Source code instrumentation in the form of special comment annotations, similar to OpenMP [17] pragmas, allows the user to guide the parallelization process when relevant algorithms are not able to provide an optimal result. The automatic parallelization problem is in fact an NP-hard combinatorial problem of optimizing the critical path of the CDFG while ensuring that data dependencies are respected.

For automatic parallelization, it is natural to focus on loop structures, since most execution time is spent in such structures. However, it is important to be able to exploit parallelism opportunities at bigger granularity, when they are available. The ALMA parallelization strategy alternates the optimization focus between local and global scopes. Local techniques during the fine grained parallelism extraction phase provide optimized parallel implementations for limited code blocks, like nested loops. The global view of the program is considered during the coarse grained parallelism extraction phase. Coarse grain parallelism extraction is a graph optimization process, similar to a project management problem where the critical path has to be optimized. [COMMENT: Control flow graphs are often cyclic, thus a critical path can be established. It might be necessary to investigate acyclic, reduced forms of CFGs such as spanning trees, or other network-like reduced graph entities. -NK ]

In a nutshell, coarse grain parallelism extraction clusters sequences of dependent instructions to prepare for a graph partitioning step, creates graph partitions as processing core tasks, maps the tasks to cores to produce core-resident programs and finally schedules these programs in order to optimize data transfers.

Both parallelism extraction phases operate directly on the Control and Data Flow Graph (CDFG) Intermediate Representation (IR) of the code, while they exchange information through labels on the CDFG nodes and edges.

IV. THE ALMA PARALLELIZATION TOOLSET FOR EMBEDDED APPLICATIONS

The algorithms developed in ALMA are part of the ALMA toolset aiming to demonstrate an end-to-end user workflow from Scilab source code to embedded parallel code [4]. The user would provide source code, instrumented with comment-like annotations to guide the parallelization process and select a target architecture. The toolset overview is illustrated in Figure 3. The selection of target architecture results in the second major input for the ALMA toolset, the target hardware platform description in the Architecture Description Language (ADL). Example input data form a third optional input, in order to allow for realistic platform simulator-driven optimization. The process that follows to produce optimized parallel binaries is analogous to a typical compiler infrastructure, like the LLVM [18], with frontend, middle-end and backend phases. To summarize those phases, the frontend reads the code into the ALMA intermediate representation, the middle-end provides optimizations on the IR based on superficial architecture features like number of cores and the backend provides hardware platform-specific optimizations and produces the final platform executables.
The front-end phase for ALMA transforms the user-provided Scilab source code and produces an equivalent Intermediate Representation (IR). All later steps operate on the produced ALMA Intermediate Representation (ALMA IR), which in effect is a GeCoS compiler infrastructure IR [19] with ALMA relevant extensions, mainly in the direction to support the comment-like source code annotations that guide the parallelization process. The ALMA IR is a Control and Data Flow Graph (CDFG). Besides IR production, this phase also performs sequential code optimizations before passing control to the the parallelism extraction phase.

Following the front-end, the parallelism extraction phase occurs, which is an iterative process involving coarse and fine grain parallelism extraction, in order to alternate focus between local and global program view. The fine grain parallelism extraction is mainly loop-oriented optimization while the coarse grain parallelism extraction treats fine grain blocks as black boxes and optimizes the entire CDFG. The two phases operate directly on the ALMA IR and communicate by special annotations on the IR nodes and edges according to the parallel code representation. The parallelism extraction phase, besides estimations based on ADL information, is supported by selective simulation of IR subgraphs. The result of the parallelism extraction phase is an IR partitioned in a manner suitable to be mapped to the available processors. Although this phase is analogous to a compiler middle-end phase, the parallelism extraction is guided by the abstract architecture description provided by the ADL. [ There is no general agreement on what a compiler “middle-end” means on single IR frameworks. Surely, GCC allows for GIMPLE optimizations (its midend), and the relatively unknown COINS compiler infrastructure has a mid-end, too. In order for a mid-end to exist, the compiler must use two different IRs (at distinct abstraction levels). -NK ]

The parallel platform code generation is responsible to transform the IR to executables for the desired embedded hardware, based on the ADL description. The CDFG nodes are transformed to C functions while the edges may be transformed to communication primitives, when data communications occur. The generated C code is compiled, now using the specific platform compiler toolchain, in order to implement architecture-specific optimizations.

The parallelism extraction steps use the multicore architecture simulator on specific IR fragments to get accurate timing information for the generated code. The multicore architecture simulator gets input executables as Executable and Linkage Format (ELF) [20] binaries and is able to start different binaries on different cores. In addition, the multicore architecture simulator leverages on ADL descriptions to specify the details for the simulated processor, and provides SystemC modules for Instruction Set Simulators (ISS) including Cycle-Accurate Simulators (CAS) for the Recore Xentium and KAHRISMA architectures. The path from the parallelism extraction to the simulation is very expensive, since it involves the creation of binaries and in effect, all parallel code generation steps. As a result, the parallelism extraction phase has to make predictions for code performance based on the ADL and be able to amend predictions with more accurate simulation results. In addition, since simulator and parallel code generation involve startup latencies, the parallel code generation aggregates various possible scenario for examination into a single parallel program, in order to maximize the efficiency. Such distinction is possible due to the controllably detailed event logging features of the simulator.

V. Algorithms for the Front End

A. Scilab Front-End

Scilab Front-End (SAFE) accepts Scilab input and produces C equivalent code. Rather than working as an interpreter, the SAFE is a compiler to facilitate compile time optimization and analyses. To bridge the gap between the usage of untyped vector data structures of Scilab language with the typed scalar data structures of the C language, SAFE accepts an additional declarative section before the Scilab source code, distinguishing declarative and Scilab source code with a special delimiter “//%%”. In order to avoid the definition of a new specialized declarative language for the Scilab data structures, SAFE leverages the C language rich in type expressiveness declarative syntax. In addition, with the vast majority of computer scientists being familiar with the C language, the writing of declarations in files becomes only a matter of choosing the correct type for each of the Scilab code variables. Several additional semantics had to be incorporated in SAFE declarative syntax on top of C syntax, to adapt with the Scilab semantics. Scilab functions may accept multiple input parameters and return multiple results while C supports only one return parameter and from this, arrays are excluded, while pointers are allowed. To comply with this requirement, the Scilab declarative language adds two additional type qualifiers “in” and “out” to state input and output parameters. The SAFE function declaration template is:

```c
void function_name ( in declaration ideclarator_id1, ... ,
out declaration odeclarator_id1 )
```

The corresponding Scilab function template is:

```
[odeclarator_id1, ] = function_name (ideclarator_id1, ... )
```

Scilab language has a single namespace and only two types of scopes, global and function scope. For this reason every identifier may optionally qualified by the function scope that may reside. To declare a variable into a function scope the function name should explicitly qualify the variable name using the resolution operator “::”, while the absence of the resolution operator implicitly refers to the global scope. The following line declares a variable into function scope residing in function function_name:

```c
declaration function_name::var_id
```

The code section accepts Scilab code compliant with the grammar in Scilab 5.3.x release. To assist the subsequent parallelization and hardware synthesis tasks a new language will be devised that will convey additional information concerning
specific parts of the Scilab code. This language will be semi-transparent to SAFE, with its expressions enclosed to Scilab comments, and the information will be seamlessly attached to a specific Scilab segment with particular interest for the subsequent synthesis and parallelization stages.

B. aprof (ALMA profiler)

The ALMA Scilab frontend includes an Intermediate representation (IR) profiler, named aprof (ALMA profiler). Its purpose is to compute low and high performance bounds in order to assist end-users in identifying application hot-spots. It uses an internal IR called N-Address Code (NAC) [21] that is not exposed further in the ALMA flow.

The basic steps involved in aprof are shown in Figure 4. aprof accepts Scilab High-Level IR (HLIR) as its input, produced by SAFE. Supporting Scilab matrix operators and library functions [2] as C builtins is required, given that these are not decomposed to sequential code at the ALMA IR level.

The HLIR-to-NAC generator produces code for an internal IR named NAC. NAC operations specify \( n \) ordered inputs producing \( m \) ordered outputs. Declared objects are either a “globalvar” (global scalar or array), “localvar” (a local), “in” or “out” (input or output procedure argument). The memory access model defines dedicated address spaces per array, so that both loads and stores require an explicit array identifier, while procedures are implemented as non-atomic operations.

At this stage, annotations can be placed as NAC operations for tracking events such as entering basic blocks. Then, static and dynamic analyses are ready to proceed: static analyzers are used for evaluating the static instruction mix and data type coverage for the application. aprof extracts Operation Dependence Graphs (ODG) in Static Single Assignment (SSA) [22] for each task/function of the application for estimating performance. A support form called pseudo-SSA does not need \( \phi \)-statement insertion since it applies intrablock variable renaming and out-of-SSA conversion. The schedulers account for generic architectural parameters to model a range of machines: a) a sequential machine, b) maximum intra-block parallelism (ASAP scheduling), c) ideal block and d) ideal thread processor. The later two options investigate interblock parallelism, by identifying mutually independent basic blocks or functions in a given Control Flow Graph (CFG) or call graph, respectively. Reduced acyclic forms of these graphs must be examined, e.g. their spanning trees. Realistic constraints such as communication and synchronization effects are not modeled at this point.

Dynamic performance analysis uses a compiled simulator accepting back-translated C as its input. Host execution is used to collect basic block execution frequencies and extract the dynamic instruction mix. Then, these results are combined with the ILP profile produced by the scheduler to obtain an estimate on abstract machine cycles.

C. High-level optimizer (ALMA HLO)

The ALMA High-Level Optimizer (HLO) is a collection of autonomous C-to-C code transformation passes that operate on ALMA IR for applying machine-independent optimizations. HLO is being implemented in TXL [23].

The HLO supports Generic Restructuring Transformations (GRTs) and Loop-Specific Optimizations (LSOs). GRTs include code canonicalization for removing programming idioms, arithmetic optimizations, syntactic conversions among iteration schemes, and combining independent scalar statements. Loop-specific optimizations include enabling transformations such as loop normalization, reversal, extension, reduction, and fusion for assisting coalescing, strip mining, partial/full loop unrolling. Figure 5 summarizes a possible optimization flow using passes developed in TXL.

Interesting arithmetic optimizations include strength reduction of constant multiplications and divisions. HLO uses Bernstein’s algorithm [24], [25] for replacing constant multiplications by a series of additions, subtractions and shifts. Integer constant division is optimized according to the multiplicative inverse technique [26] with the result adjusted by a series of compensation steps. A TXL transformation is used for introducing function calls to specialized constant multiplication routines are introduced. These routines are then generated by point tools (such as kdiv [27]), concatenated to the ALMA IR translation unit and finally inlined.

VI. COARSE-GRAIN PARALLELISM EXTRACTION

Coarse Grain Parallelism Extraction (CGPE) attempts to provide parallel implementations for the input source code, with a global view of the source code, while ignoring specific code blocks to reduce search space. The ignored code blocks have been optimized by the fine grained parallelism extraction step described later. CGPE is an iterative process of a sequence
be defined, as the smallest critical path, meaning fastest execution, or smallest average workload imbalance between worker cores, to produce a more stable schedule.

While the above flow is able to produce performant parallel code, each time an optimization process is split into steps, a bias towards specific solution characteristics is introduced. Therefore, it is an important exercise to employ common combinatorial optimization methods on the coarse grain parallelism extraction problem. Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) modeling and solution, when it can describe the problem in its entirety, can provide solutions to optimality, but the combinatorial complexity imposes limits to the programs that can be parallelized. In fact, MIP has been used before for automatic parallelization of embedded software [28]. Single path metaheuristic methods like simulated annealing [29], tabu search [30], [31], [32], great deblige [33] and late acceptance hill climbing [34] provide stochastic decision methods to navigate the multidimensional search space towards a good solution. Population-based metaheuristic approaches, typically referred as evolutionary algorithms, like the genetic algorithm [35] variants and scatter search [36] maintain a population of problem solutions. The use of single-path and population-based metaheuristic methods for the task planning problem for heterogeneous multiprocessors is presented in [37]. Beg presents a heuristic for graph partitioning the data dependency graph in order to assign computational workload on cores of a multicore system, with the main feature to identify the critical path of the code [38]. Ferrandi et al. propose an ant colony optimization to optimize the hierarchical task graphs for MPSoC parallel applications [39]. Tournavitis et al. identify that traditional target specific mapping heuristics are inflexible and propose a machine learning base prediction mechanism for the mapping decisions [40].

**VII. FINE-GRAIN PARALLELISM EXTRACTION**

The aim of this module is to take advantage of SIMD or Sub-Word Parallelism (SWP) execution units to exploit data-level parallelism. SWP capabilities are available in most high-performance embedded and DSP processors [41] including the Xentium and Kahrisma platforms. These instruction sets are designed to take advantage of sub-word parallelism available in many embedded applications (multimedia, wireless communications, image processing). The principle behind these extensions is the fact that an operator (multiplier, adder, shift) of word-length \( W \) having SWP capabilities can be decomposed into \( P \) operations in parallel on sub-words of \( W/P \) length (e.g. a 64-bit SWP adder can execute 2 32-bit, 4 16-bit or 8 8-bit additions in parallel). In [42], this technique has been used to implement a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) synchronisation loop in the TigerSharc Digital Signal Processor (DSP). The SWP capacities allow to achieve 6.6 Multiply-and-Accumulate (MAC) per cycle with two MAC units.

When moving from the initial floating-point Scilab implementation, the designer has the opportunity to choose shorter...
fixed-point data encoding to be able to benefit from SIMD extensions, provided that the software code exhibits enough fine-grain parallelism. This then comes at the cost of a loss of numerical accuracy in the computation due to quantization noise [43] and results in a complex performance/accuracy trade-off optimization problem that ALMA’s toolflow will automate [44]. In our flow, the extraction of fine-grain parallelism comprises two stages: data type binding and data parallelization. In the ALMA project the parallelization will only be applied to the subset of programs that is amenable to polyhedral analysis, that is Static Control Parts (SCoP). This module then regenerates an expanded ALMA IR where all Scilab vector- or matrix-based operations are expanded into scalar-level operations in nested loop constructs, in which the target processor SIMD instructions are specified using intrinsics.

A. Data Type Selection

The aim of this stage is to select the data types that will enable the use of highly parallel vector operations, while enforcing the accuracy constraints provided by the user in the Scilab source code through annotations. This problem can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem in which performance/accuracy trade-offs are explored. The goal of this step is therefore to minimize the implementation cost $C$ under a given accuracy constraint $P_{b_{\text{max}}}$. The fixed-point accuracy is evaluated through the quantization noise power $P_{b}$. Let $wl$ be the word-length of all operations in the program. The optimization problem can then be modeled as

$$\min (C(wl)) \quad \text{subject to:} \quad P_{b}(wl) < P_{b_{\text{max}}} \quad (1)$$

Our proposed methodology selects the set of SIMD instructions that respects the global accuracy constraint $P_{b_{\text{max}}}$ and minimizes the implementation cost. Such optimization requires on the one hand the definition of a realistic performance model of the SIMD instruction set, in which the penalties caused by unaligned memory accesses and packing/unpacking instruction must be considered. This penalty can be obtained from the IR and from the ADL description of the target architecture. On the other hand, the constraint function corresponding to the numerical accuracy will be obtained by considering the quantization noise power as a numerical accuracy metric. Traditional methods [45][46] are based on fixed-point simulations. But these techniques lead to huge fixed-point optimization time. Thus, approaches based on analytical models will be favored over simulations to reach reasonable optimization time. The approach proposed in [47] determines automatically the analytical expression of the quantization noise power from the CDFG of the application. The proposed method is valid for systems made-up of smooth operations. An operation is considered to be smooth if the output is a continuous and differentiable function of its inputs, as in the case of arithmetic operations. In a fixed-point system, the output quantization noise is due to the propagation of the different noise sources generated during cast operations. The output noise power expression is computed from the noise source statistical parameters and the gains between the output and each noise source. These gains are impulse response between the output and the considered noise source, and can be time-varying.

An important aspect of the problem is that the number of data types remains very limited as they have to correspond to types supported by the processor (byte, word, double word), which therefore reduces the optimization search space. The data word-length optimization is achieved in two stages. First, an initial solution is obtained with a greedy algorithm using a steepest descent criteria to select at each iteration the best direction. This heuristic quickly provides an initial optimized solution, but does not always select the optimal solution. Thus, this optimized solution is refined with a branch & bound algorithm integrating different techniques to cut drastically the search space.

B. Memory Aware Vectorization

The aim of this stage is to perform the parallelization process, in other words, to expose a vectorized code, in which the target SIMD machine instructions are used through intrinsic function calls. Although the initial Scilab specification already exposes vector parallelism through vector/matrix-level operations, this parallelism may lead to very suboptimal performance, as it rarely exhibits good spatial and/or temporal memory access locality. Our approach consists in restructuring the program control flow through complex loop transformations (loop interchange, fusion and tiling) that will jointly address parallelization and vectorization [48]. In addition to the control flow, we also explore complex array layout transformations to reduce the program memory footprint and also to limit as much as possible the need for unaligned memory access and vector packing/unpacking instructions [49].

This loop and array layout transformation framework is based on the well-known polyhedral model, which enables the exploration of a large space of program transformations, and also provided efficient code generation features.

VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, the automated parallelization methodology and algorithms of the ALMA project, from Scilab source code to embedded multicore system on chip platforms, are presented. The parallelization approach attempts to alternate focus between local and global program scope in order to iteratively progress towards an efficient parallel implementation of the input source. The main phases are the fine grain parallelism extraction for the local optimizations and the coarse grain parallelism extraction for the global scope. Fine grain parallelism extraction focuses on loops, while the coarse grain parallelism extraction considers the full source control and dependence graph. The methodologies described are going to be implemented within the ALMA toolset in the context of the ALMA project. The EU FP7 ALMA project currently is in the first of its three implementation years, with plans to research algorithms for parallelism extraction for embedded multicore processors, with two hardware target architectures.
and two application drivers. The target architectures are KIT’s Kahrismas and Recore Systems’ Xentium processors, while the application drivers are from the telecommunication industry and image processing domains. The ALMA project limits the automatic parallelization scope to homogeneous multicore platforms, thus the application and adaptation of the same ideas and methodologies to heterogeneous multicore platforms is an open issue.
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